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NAREIM/FP Survey Partnership
FP is pleased to partner with NAREIM on three major survey initiatives

• About Ferguson Partners

– Founded in late 1980s, Ferguson Partners is a 
compensation and management consulting 
business specializing in the CRE industry

– Annually conduct 200-250 projects and 20+ 
surveys (all real estate comp. and consulting)

• Annual Survey Partnership with NAREIM

– 2021 Global Management Survey (GMS)

o Key organizational, financial, and operating 
metrics; 71 participants

o 2021 survey was in partnership with INREV

– 2021 Compensation Survey

o Compensation magnitudes and pay practices; 
40 participants

o FP has conducted the survey for 20+ years

– 2021 Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Survey

o In market now; comprehensive industry survey 
examining D&I related topics

o Partnership with ANREV, INREV, NCREIF, PREA, 
REALPAC, ULI

Background Participant Demographics – 2021 GMS
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Institutional Capital Flows
Capital flows into real estate fell notably in 2020 but have rebounded in 2021

• Net assets increased by 6% at the 
median firm in 2020, the first 
deceleration since 2016

– Reflects slowing asset appreciation and 
mixed capital raising success

• Fundraising results were mixed in 
2020

– Aggregate capital raised across the 
industry was down, according to FP’s 
proprietary database tracking U.S. public 
pension commitments into the REIM 
industry

– However, actual results were mixed from 
firm to firm with 56% of same-store 
participants reporting a decrease in 
fundraising and 44% increasing

• Initial indications for 2021 are 
positive with a rebound to 
2018/2019 levels
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Financial Performance
2020 financial performance was highly variable across the industry
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Financial Performance
Year-over-year changes in EBITDA in particular were heavily bifurcated across participants

Year-Over-Year Change in Post-Incentive EBITDA Comparison
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Profitability Margins
Margins, however, have held relatively consistent across the industry over the past decade

2020 EBITDA Margins • Post-incentive EBITDA margins across the 
industry generally range from 20-40%

• These margins have remained relatively 
consistent over the past 10 years of the 
GMS, generally not moving more than a 
couple percentage points per year37%
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Profitability Margins
This relative stability is related to increases in both revenues and expenses over the period

Participant AUM Growth Relative to Revenue and Expenses per FTE

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Median Gross AUM Average Revenue per FTE
Average Expenses per FTE Linear (Average Revenue per FTE)
Linear (Average Expenses per FTE)

• The REIM industry has 
seen considerable 
expansion over the past 
10 years, as illustrated 
by the growth in gross 
AUM across our sample

• Both revenues and 
expenses per FTE have 
correspondingly grown 
over this period

– Growth in revenue per FTE 
reflects the scale economies 
in a REIM business

– Growth in expenses per FTE 
reflects rising personnel and 
non-personnel costs

• The fact that both are 
increasing has led to 
relatively flat margins 
over time
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Base Salaries
The prevalence of salary increase remained strong, albeit at a lower rate 
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YOY %
Change

+3.3% +3.2% +4.1% +3.8% +4.1% +3.8% +4.3% +4.1% +3.3% +2.5%

Average
Increase

3.6% 4.1% 4.5% 4.7% 4.7% 4.5% 4.9% 5.0% 4.0% 3.5%

Prevalence of Base Salary Increases 

In 2020, 56% of firms 
anticipated making salary 

increase in 2021 (projected 
change of +1.7% and 

average increase of 3.4%)

• The prevalence of salary increase remained strong from 2020 to 2021, above estimates made during 2020

– However, the total change and average increase was tempered relative to previous years, marking the lowest total 
change and average increase since 2014 and 2013, respectively 

• Looking ahead, a large number of firms are expecting increases in salaries, and at a meaningful level, likely 
reflecting a very tight labor market and pressure on compensation levels, even base salaries  

– NAREIM members typically see incremental pressure on incentive compensation, but throughout 2021, FP has 
observed much more pressure on base salaries



Base Salaries
Junior and mid-level professionals saw meaningful salary increases and changes 
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Prevalence of 2021 Salary Increases by Level 

• Not surprisingly, mid- and junior-level professionals more 
consistently saw salary increases and on average, higher 
increases than senior and executive levels

• While executive salaries typically have a lower 
prevalence of increase, this year marked a more 
meaningful departure as compared to 2019 to 2020

– 55% of firms increased executive level salaries in 2020,
and average increase were at or above junior and 
mid-level professionals

– Not surprisingly, more than half of firms expect to 
increase executive level salaries and on average at a 
rate commensurate with other levels within the organization

• Mid and junior level salary increases are expected 
to continue in 2022, with ~80% of firms expecting to increase salaries and on average ~4% (slightly above 
projected senior and mid-level increases) 
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Co.
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Sr.
Level

Mid
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Average YOY
% Change +3.3% +2.0% +3.1% +4.6% +4.7%

Average
Increase 4.0% 4.5% 3.7% 5.1% 5.3%

~50%
Of companies stated that they adjust 

compensation for different geographies 
(with only half adopting a systematic 

policy/approach to adjusting) 

~40%
Of companies do not plan to adjust pay (at 

all or at least initially) for employees 
choosing to work remotely (of those that 
will allow remote working); another ~20% 

have not discussed or are unsure  



Annual Bonuses
2020 bonuses were generally flat year-to-year, but better than most firms expected  
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Decrease No Change Increase

YOY % 
Change +7% +13% +7% +12% +7% +17% +11% +0% +6%

In 2020, 45% of firms 
projected bonuses to 

be down for 
performance year  

2020 and 21% 
expected an increase; 
the average expected 

change was -5%

Change in Bonuses from 2019 to 2020

• 2020 year-end annual incentives were impacted more meaningfully than base salaries, with less than half of firms reporting an 
increase, the lowest prevalence level of bonus increase since the 2010 NAREIM Compensation Survey that reported out on 
annual bonus change from 2008 to 2009 

– For context, 75% of participants in that survey reported flat or reduced bonuses, with an average reduction of 28%, as compared with 54% from 
2019 to 2020 where the average change was 0%)

• Looking ahead to 2021 year-end, about the same % of firms are anticipating an increase (43%), but the prevalence of bonus 
reductions is expected to fall off dramatically (27% to 5%), resulting in an anticipated total change in annual bonuses of +6%

– This still represents a much more tempered expectation relative to 2013 – 2019

– Given the performance during 2021, we anticipate that the actual increase at year end will likely look more like historical years (low double digits) 



Annual Bonuses
Junior-level professionals saw meaningful bonus increases 
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• Every level of the organization was virtually flat, with the exception of junior-level professionals, who had an 
average change in their annual bonus of +12%

• At mid and senior levels, more firms increased bonuses than decreased, but those that decreased did so at 
a rate of 2X those that increased 

• In 2021, firms are expecting executives to have the largest total change (+12%), exceeding other levels 
within the organization, although still tempered relative to bonus increases from 2018 to 2019 (17%)
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2019 2020 2021 (Est.) 2019 2020 2021 (Est.) 2019 2020 2021 (Est.) 2019 2020 2021 (Est.)

Executive Management Senior-Level Professionals Mid-Level Professionals Junior-Level Professionals

Decrease No Change Increase

2019 2020 2021 (Est.) 2019 2020 2021 (Est.) 2019 2020 2021 (Est.) 2019 2020 2021 (Est.)

Avg. Change +7.6% -2.7% +12.0% +7.7% -0.3% +8.4% +15.2% +2.0% +8.9% +17.5% +12.0% +9.2%
Avg. Increase 17.0% 27.7% 12.4% 16.0% +15.4% 8.8% 21.0% +16.8% 9.1% 29.0% 31.2% 9.4%

Avg. Decrease 10.6% 18.4% ISD 17.8% +30.3% ISD ISD +31.0% ISD ISD 32.8% ISD

Executive Management Senior-Level Professionals Mid-Leve Professionals Junior-Level Professionals
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Annual Bonuses
The use of annual targets and performance metrics should result in better alignment 
between pay and performance 
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• ~80% of participants utilize an individual 
annual bonus target, and in 2020 actual 
bonuses generally fell in line with target 

• This represents a meaningful change from 
2019 where only 9% paid below target and 
41% paid above target; in 2020, nearly 20% 
paid below target and only 17% paid above 
target 

• Certain functions more consistently received 
bonus increases 

– Portfolio Management (52% of firms increased)

– HR (52%)

– Corporate Accounting (50%)

– Asset Management (46%)

– Transactions (47%)

• Other functions interestingly had more a more tempered prevalence of bonus increase year-over-year 

– Legal (36%)

– Risk (8%)

– Valuations (33%)

– Property Management (37%)

– Development (22%)



Long-Term Incentives 
Both carry (68%) and non-carry long-term incentives (50%) continue to be used  amongst 
most participants  
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Expansion of Junior-Level Participation 

– 39% of firms offer carry to junior-level professionals (up from 29%); for context, in the 2020 NCS, it was observed that firms expanded 
participation for mid-level professionals (75% to 81% of firms offered mid level participation)

– 23% of companies offer non-carry to junior-level professionals, an increase from 14%; we would expect this to be a trend going forward as 
a tool to enhance retention without potential carry dilution and provide more near-term incentive opportunity

Form of Non-Carry Plans 

– 41% of firms cited indirectly allocating carry, an increase from 27%, which is likely due to dilution concerns (also a potential solution for 
unvested carry points returned from separated employees)

– 53% of firms offered a deferred cash award, an increase from 40%; this is a noteworthy increase given the potential lack of performance 
requirement around purely cash deferred awards

Co-Investment Expansion 

– More participants are creating co-investment opportunities; 56% of firms allow for co-investment (up from 46% in 2019)

– While this is not compensation, it is a competitive benefit: (1) perceived ownership, (2) enhanced alignment, and (3) perceived pay-for-
performance

– It is worth noting that co-investment does not come without challenges: (1) administration (set up and ongoing), (2) communication, and 
(3) potential misalignment of interests 



APPENDIX: Transactional Activity
Transactional activity has also been significantly more constrained in 2020

• Transactional activity was 
notably down in 2020

• Aggregate acquisition 
volume was down 24% 
among same-store 
participants while 
disposition volume was down 
42%

• These findings are 
consistent with Real Capital 
Analytics research which 
show a 32% decrease in U.S. 
transactions volume in 2020

• However, expectations for 
2021 are materially more 
positive

• 79% expect an increase in 
acquisition volume in 2021 
while 65% expect an 
increase in disposition 
volume

2021 Acquisition Expectations

79%

21%

Increase Decrease

Change in Transactional Activity – 2020 vs. 2019

2021 Disposition Expectations

65%

35%

Increase Decrease

-24%

-42%

Acquisition Volume Disposition Volume
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APPENDIX: Headcount and Org. Trends
Headcount changes were moderated in 2020, though most expect increases in 2021

% of Participants Decreasing or Holding 
Headcount Flat in 2020
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Year-Over-Year Change in Headcount
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Down 1-5% No Change Up 1-5% Up 6-10% Up 11-15%
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